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The Love Trap
Hadley Monroe and Cooper Jackson were best friends and roommates. It was a great relationship that meant the world to Cooper. Then, one unexpected, but explosive night of passion between them, changed everything. Cooper was on cloud nine, but the next morning, Hadley whispered those words that no guy wants to hear. "Last night was a mistake." Cooper might have been in love, but it was clear that Hadley had him taking up permanent residence in the "friend zone."He thought it was over, but will a chance meeting and being trapped together in
an elevator give them both a second chance?Tory is back and this time she's bringing you a juicy little stand alone to warm your insta-love hearts. This little number is a second chance, friends to lover romance that's sure to make you believe in happily ever after. As always with a Tory book, she promises you a, safe, sexy, and full of alpha goodness bundle to heat your kindle. Enjoy!
A billionaire heir must get married to keep his fortune. The only girl he wants is the one whose heart he broke.
Various disasters threaten to stop Poppa and the children from getting to the lake in their rattletrap car, but they manage to come up with an ingenious solution to each problem.
A deeply-reported examination of why "doing what you love" is a recipe for exploitation, creating a new tyranny of work in which we cheerily acquiesce to doing jobs that take over our lives. You're told that if you "do what you love, you'll never work a day in your life." Whether it's working for "exposure" and "experience," or enduring poor treatment in the name of "being part of the family," all employees are pushed to make sacrifices for the privilege of being able to do what we love. In Work Won't Love You Back, Sarah Jaffe, a preeminent voice on labor,
inequality, and social movements, examines this "labor of love" myth̶the idea that certain work is not really work, and therefore should be done out of passion instead of pay. Told through the lives and experiences of workers in various industries̶from the unpaid intern, to the overworked teacher, to the nonprofit worker and even the professional athlete̶Jaffe reveals how all of us have been tricked into buying into a new tyranny of work. As Jaffe argues, understanding the trap of the labor of love will empower us to work less and demand what our
work is worth. And once freed from those binds, we can finally figure out what actually gives us joy, pleasure, and satisfaction.
The Technology Trap
Book Three of the Love's Territory Series
The Love Report
Love in the Trap
The Princess Trap
Man trap! Bay Rawson was a famous writer and legendary heartthrob. Women were always falling at his feet and into his bed. He was cynical enough to believe that everyone wanted a piece of him and his fame…. And then he met Jenna. She hadn't even heard of Bay Rawson and had no intention of falling anywhere! Jenna wasn't looking for excitement or romance. She needed R and R—rest and relaxation, not risk and romance! Only, living next door to Bay was
playing havoc with her determination—and her heart! "Emma Richmond entertains with wit and strong emotional intensity…" —Romantic Times
A twisted debut thriller about a reclusive author who sets the perfect trap for her sister's murderer—but is he really the killer? The renowned author Linda Conrads is famous for more than just her bestselling novels. For over eleven years, she has mystified fans by never setting foot outside her home. Far-fetched, sometimes sinister rumors surround the shut-in writer, but they pale in comparison to the chilling truth: Linda is haunted by the
unsolved murder of her younger sister, whom she discovered in a pool of blood twelve years ago, and by the face of the man she saw fleeing the scene. Now plagued by panic attacks, Linda copes with debilitating anxiety by secluding herself in her house, her last safe haven. But the sanctity of this refuge is shattered when her sister's murderer appears again--this time on her television screen. Empowered with sudden knowledge but hobbled by years of
isolation, Linda resolves to use her only means of communication with the outside world--the plot of her next novel--to lay an irresistible trap for the man. But as the plan is set in motion and the past comes rushing back, Linda's memories of that traumatic night--and her very sanity--are called into question. Is this man really a heartless killer or merely a helpless victim?
How the history of technological revolutions can help us better understand economic and political polarization in the age of automation The Technology Trap is a sweeping account of the history of technological progress and how it has radically shifted the distribution of economic and political power among society’s members. As Carl Benedikt Frey shows, the Industrial Revolution created unprecedented wealth and prosperity over the long run, but the
immediate consequences of mechanization were devastating. Middle-income jobs withered, wages stagnated, the labor share of income fell, profits surged, and economic inequality skyrocketed. These trends broadly mirror those in our current age of automation. But, just as the Industrial Revolution eventually brought about extraordinary benefits for society, artificial intelligence systems have the potential to do the same. The Technology Trap
demonstrates that in the midst of another technological revolution, the lessons of the past can help us to more effectively face the present.
A vow. A contract. A marriage of fire and ice. But just when Eric de Vries and I found our forever, the entire world conspired to keep us apart. A kidnapping. A trial. A madman bent on revenge. Now caught in a web of our own passion and a father's obsession, the harder we struggle, the tighter we're caught. They say love conquers all, but it feels like we're the conquest. As the walls close in, I have to wonder...are we really meant to be? Or is
this love just a trap? The Love Trap is the final book in the explosive Quicksilver Trilogy. Readers will enjoy this book more if they begin with The Hate Vow. Please note: this book contains sensitive material that may trigger some readers.
Black Diamond Mafia 2
(Winner of the 2021 Newbery Medal)
The Hate Vow
The two-step guide to escaping it and finding lasting love
Trap Princess
The Trap of Love is a three-part memoir in which the author recounts his days in the 1970s in New York City, at Columbia University Film School, in pursuit of the perfect marriage of art and love in order to construct a creative life. The search turns into both an impossible dream and nightmare involving three unforgettable women who, in recollection, are muses of a modern-day divine comedy that does for the Big Apple of forty years ago what A
Confederacy of Dunces did for the city of New Orlean
The noise coming from her neighbor's garage is making it impossible for Carly Ross to work. When her attempts to convince Devin Serrano to stop using his noisy power tools are unsuccessful, Carly gets an idea. If she sets Dev up with a girlfriend, he'll be too busy to work at his hobby. Dev has moved to Pine Grove, Wisconsin, to recover from an accident. He discovers new interests to keep him busy, but nothing interests him as much as his beautiful,
spirited neighbor Carly. Circumstances place Dev and Carly in one close encounter after another, but by the time Carly realizes she has deep feelings for Dev, it appears that her love trap has worked. Dev seems to be involved with someone else. Will they be able to snare the right partner before it's too late?
Do you consistently end up in relationships that seem great at first, but they always end up harming your emotional well-being? If you keep falling into the same patterns, and incompatible relationships, you may be a constant victim of the "Love Trap". A lot of people fall for love traps because they seem too good to be true. The worst part is that you won't know that you're in one until it's too late. You're too blinded by the "illusion" of love to
recognize you've been deceived.That illusion often leaves our hearts mangled and entangled.This book will teach you to recognize the red flags so you no longer, minimize, ignore, or accept behavior that is less than you are worthy of. It will help you begin to understand why you are attracted to people who hurt you.You will be prepared to break the shackles, and realize a Love Trap isn't what you deserve.
Outsmart the traps that are holding you back from success! Trap Tales is your guide to avoiding the seven obstacles that ensnare people every day. We all fall into traps, and we often don’t even realize it until we’re deeply entrenched. Like quicksand, traps are easy to step into, but difficult to escape—it seems that the harder we try to climb out, the deeper we sink. But what if there were another way? What if we knew the right strategies to escape
the traps we have fallen into? What if we could spot traps from a distance, and avoid them entirely? In this book, authors David M. R. Covey and Stephan M. Mardyks train you in the art of Trapology. You’ll meet Alex and Victoria, who have fallen into traps you’re sure to recognize. As you read their stories, you’ll learn about the seven most common traps in life and work, and how even the smartest and seemingly most accomplished people find themselves
stuck and unable to see their way out. Traps are masters of disguise, but there are telltale signs that give them away every time. If you discover that you’re trapped right now, consider this book your lifeline—the lessons contained in Trap Tales will teach you how to escape these traps and how to sidestep them in the future. This book, unlike most books, offers counter-intuitive strategies and unconventional wisdom to: • Learn the seven biggest traps
in life and work that catch people unaware • Identify the traps that are holding you back right now • Discover your escape route and climb out of the quicksand • Become a “Trapologist” and avoid traps altogether The core message of Trap Tales is hope—the belief that anybody can change the trajectory of their life, at any stage of their life. Stop letting traps steal your time, money, energy, and happiness—Trap Tales provides survival training of a
different sort, allowing you to write your own tale of success.
Billionaire Baby Daddy
The Single Trap
Elvis Presley's Tragic Lifelong Search for Love
Legally Ours
Kogals, Sluts & Whatever.

Sylvia is being run ragged doing things at a resort for her stepmother who is trying to find a new husband. It is there that she meets Marquis Anglesey. He's arrogant, but also the focus of everyone's attention. Sylvia's thought he was only interested in her stepmother, but the one he proposes to is Sylvia! The curtain is raised on this Cinderella story with a twist!
Unleashing Danielle MAHONE or should I say COOPER? Born and raised in the heart of East Atlanta. You were first introduced to Danielle in A Real Trap Love. She's Crimson best friend and confidant. It just so happens her best friend's husband and her first love are best friends. What are the chances of THAT? Coincidental huh? Danielle promised herself to stay away from THAT. She refuses to circle BACK. We've heard a little bit about
Danielle and Rashad's break up. To my knowledge they never made up. We got a glimpse and a few details of what happened. Rashad and Danielle both went their separate ways. Rashad did his THANG and Danielle married BAINE. Danielle and Rashad haven't seen each other in years. HER choice not HIS. Some odd years later tragedy knocks on the Griffey's front door. Placing Danielle and Rashad in the same room with each other. Danielle's
on the fence about being in the room with him. Is she trying to give us a HINT? Why is she on the fence if she said I DO? Is she giving us a clue that maybe she still has some feelings for Rashad too? It's tension between them too. Behind the tension and the lustful stares. Rashad and Danielle both still CARE. It's still LOVE, PASSION and a lot of chemistry igniting between them. Danielle refuses to act on it, because she knows what it would lead
too. Rashad capitalizes on the situation. He crosses the line and stakes claim to Danielle. In his eyes she's rightfully HIS. He doesn't care about the consequences. If Baine has an issue, he'll SOLVE it. It's two sides to every story. Her, his and the truth. Danielle's secret has been exposed. Rashad doesn't care if Baine knows. On the outside looking in what we witnessed between Danielle and Baine is perfect. It's something all women want. Behind
the images of what we saw; it's a few images that are hidden and have never been spoken on. Danielle's never been the one to kiss and tell. Pandora's box has been open and exposed. Take a ride with Danielle and see what happens when a dangerous trap love captures and exposes you.
Dan Billany's The Trap, first published in 1950, still stands - in the opinion of M.R.D. Foot - as 'one of the most powerful English novels to come out of the [Second World War].' It echoes the wartime experiences of its author, who is believed to have died in 1943 while on the run from an Italian POW camp, but not before entrusting the manuscripts of The Trap to safekeeping. The book's narrator, army lieutenant Michael Carr, tells of his early
years in Cornwall, of the girl he met and loved there, and of the hard times her family endured between the wars. These troubles and joys give way to the tragedy of war, and the book's narrative becomes one of comradeship, suspense and fighting in the North African desert. 'The Trap is an outstanding novel by a writer of natural genius... written with great force and honesty... profoundly impressive.' Times Literary Supplement
Mia and Romeo were both born into poverty. Romeo finds himself homeless after the death of his grandmother. Mia's mother has a nasty gambling problem that causes Mia to go without food. She steals to keep clothes on her back and food in her stomach. When an unfortunate event brings these two people together, they realize that they need each other in more ways than one.
Outsmarting the 7 Hidden Obstacles to Success
Psychological Tactics for Big Success In Relationships
The Trap of Love
When You Trap a Tiger
A Love Trap for the Arrogant Marquis

Life after love can be two things: harmful to one's soul or honorable to one's heart. For everyone in this twisted tale, they are faced with life-changing events that leaves them with pleasant scars. When Cash Lopez meets a doctor by the name of David Stine, everything from the explosion resurfaces, and she demands answers. But they say when you go looking, you'll end up discovering more than you can handle. Unbeknownst to Cash, her revelations will either make or break her future.With time and ambition, Aaliyah and
Enfinity both blossom into two ruthless Trap Princesses. Dominating the game of Methamphetamine, they become obsessed with their new cash flow and the power of hustling. However, more money means more problems. With a snake lurking to take them down, and the task of rebuilding their love lives on the rise, will they sink or swim?In this spin off of Trap Gyrl, love is brewing and death awaits... take a dark ride down an enthralling path of sex, money & murder.
Sam has a sizzling love affair with British billionaire Hart Baldwin during a business trip in the Caribbean but things take a surprising turn when she realizes he's her boyfriend's new boss!
WINNER OF THE NEWBERY MEDAL · NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN AWARD FOR CHILDREN'S LITERATURE Would you make a deal with a magical tiger? This uplifting story brings Korean folklore to life as a girl goes on a quest to unlock the power of stories and save her grandmother. Some stories refuse to stay bottled up... When Lily and her family move in with her sick grandmother, a magical tiger straight out of her halmoni's Korean folktales arrives, prompting Lily
to unravel a secret family history. Long, long ago, Halmoni stole something from the tigers. Now they want it back. And when one of the tigers approaches Lily with a deal--return what her grandmother stole in exchange for Halmoni's health--Lily is tempted to agree. But deals with tigers are never what they seem! With the help of her sister and her new friend Ricky, Lily must find her voice...and the courage to face a tiger. Tae Keller, the award-winning author of The Science of Breakable Things, shares a sparkling tale about the
power of stories and the magic of family. Think Walk Two Moons meets Where the Mountain Meets the Moon! "If stories were written in the stars ... this wondrous tale would be one of the brightest." --Booklist, Starred Review
Many books have been written about Elvis Presley and about the mysteries and paradoxes that shrouded his life and his death, but none have answered the why of Elvis' behavior and the meaning of his life as perceptively as Caught in a Trap. Rick Stanley was Elvis' younger brother.
Billionaire in the Caribbean
The Happiness Trap
Love in the Time of Cholera (Illustrated Edition)
Love Trap
The Love Labyrinth
"Bianca seems to have it all: beauty, healthy, family, a successful career-so why is she crying? A short note from a younger co-worker informing her of his upcoming marriage makes her realize that she is in love with him instead of her husband and at this moment her whole life changes from contentment to turmoil. The story begins with a flashback to the hardship of being a teen girl in
post-war Germany, and continues, alternating between her romance with her American husband, and her growing involvement with the younger Frederick. In a surprising twist she finally realizes who the love of her life is. But, will it be too late for her decision, or will she finally find peace?"--Back cover.
This officially-licensed kit includes a 4" mini replica of the Ghost Trap from the Ghostbusters films. Complete with light and sound features, this cool gadget will help aspiring Ghostbusters capture those pesky ghosts on their next ghost hunt. Kit also includes a mini book of full-color stickers.
After the daughters of The Black Diamond Mafia are kidnapped, getting them back safely is the main priority. Unfortunately, that begins a chain of events that could very well bring the mafia down to its knees. In part two of this mouth dropping series, you learn that the past isn't always something that stays in its place. With more and more of Kimiko's past butting its way into the
present, Sierra and Golden realize that they never really knew the woman that gave birth to them. The problem is, they can't dwell on Kimiko's issues because they both have problems of their own. Sierra knows in her heart that loving a married man is a recipe for disaster and tries to leave Kappo and his drama behind. However, Kappo isn't trying to lose her and lets it be known that he's
willing to do anything to prove that. What he didn't count on was his wife having the same feelings in regard to him. Love had never been kind to Golden. It seemed to always make a fool of her and just when she thought Enzo could change that for her, he lets her know that love ain't what he's looking for. That realization doesn't hit her too hard though because Darren left her with
problems that she can't seem to solve. Even with him out of her system, he's still causing her to deal with his demons. Natavia and her son seem to have finally found their home. With Mister, things are finally easy for the single mother and she has never seen her son as happy as he has been. Mister is everything that she ever needed in a man, kind, loving, attentive and thuggish to the
core. But life has a way of making a happy ended a little harder to achieve and Natavia sees that firsthand. Is there such a thing as Love in the Black Diamond Mafia?
Are you tired of casual relationships and playing 'the game'? Do you want to settle down, but can't seem to be able to find the right person? Have you just come out of a long-term relationship, or had your heart badly broken? Do you worry that nobody will love you again? If any of this sounds familiar, you may have fallen into the Single Trap. You are not alone. For the first time ever,
the number of single-person households in the UK is about to outnumber those with families. In this ground-breaking book, marital therapist Andrew G. Marshall diagnoses the underlying social trends and sets out his two-step guide to freeing yourself from the trap and finding lasting love. He explains: - The defences that stop us getting hurt but also serve as barriers to potential new
relationships - How like attracts like, and how to work on balancing yourself to bring similarly balanced people into your life - New ways to search for a partner that encourage an open mind and more fulfilling emotional connections - How to tell if you and your new man or woman have the makings of a successful long-term partnership Marshall has spent nearly twenty-five years helping
people untangle their love lives, communicate better and find true happiness. In this practical and thought-provoking book, he combines the latest research into relationships with years of counselling experience to design a programme that works.
How Devotion to Our Jobs Keeps Us Exploited, Exhausted, and Alone
The Beach Trap
Friend Zoned
Book One of the Quicksilver Trilogy
Danielle's Story A Standalone
It was only supposed to be a short visit. It turned into a love affair. Melanie White is in trouble. Young, unmarried, with no resources to speak of, she's forced to flee home and hide out with her aunt on a ranch in a western mining town. She's just passing through on her way farther West, and it's a good thing, too: she can't stand the ranch owner. He's rowdy, immature...and undeniably attractive. David Tanner has his life just the way he likes it: he does what he wants, when
he wants, and nobody can tell him any different--least of all, his former nanny's niece Melanie, who likes books more than people. But when a family emergency forces Melanie and David to work together, she discovers that there's more to him than meets the eye. And he finds out that life as a bachelor may not be what he likes after all. Contains mild language and sensual content within marriage.
The road to love has never been a smooth one. From Adam and Eve's problem with produce, to Samson and Delilah's unplanned makeover couples have struggled to find and keep a healthy relationship. Most will agree that the secret to a happy healthy relationship is honest communication and common interest, mixed with a sense of humor and a liberal dash of understanding. But what do you do when things are already on a rocky path? How to you preserve your
relationship? Or even rekindle the dying flames of love? This book will teach you the tools you need to have a happy healthy committed relationship that will let you get the most out of life. Rekindle your love will not only teach you the secrets to reclaiming lost love but it will help you to keep the relationship you have healthy and moving in a positive direction. This book will help you to achieve the kind of romance you have been dreaming of!
Set on the Caribbean coast of South America, this love story brings together Fermina Daza, her distinguished husband, and a man who has secretly loved her for more than fifty years.
She longed for domestic bliss. Instead, she got a nightmare. Concert violinist, Lily Gundersen broke her fingers. How? She mustn't say. With her career over, she worries she's going insane despite her perfect marriage and picturesque home. But after a car crash kills a young family and leaves her own body broken, she begins to suspect her husband's involvement. Terrified to leave him without her children, Lily slowly sees the scope of her controlling spouse's grand
gaslighting plan. But her hunt for damning evidence exposes the twisted man's scheme for something far worse than a life of abuse. Can one traumatized woman reclaim the music within to defy a monster? The Love Trap is a chilling, standalone psychological thriller. If you like cunning villains, bold heroines, and stories chock full of twists and turns, then you'll lose yourself in Caroline Goldsworthy's mesmerizing tale. Step into The Love Trap and uncover the truth today!
A Dangerous Trap Love
Recognizing the Love Trap
Trap Tales
Work Won't Love You Back
The Love Trap
Hugo, the Duke of Wynchester enjoys many affaires de coeur and his latest lover, the beautiful but scheming and spoilt Olive Lady Brandon, is trying to blackmail him into marriage by forcing her husband to divorce her. Storming angrily from her house, Hugo finds a strange stowaway aboard his carriage. It transpires that this frail elfin beauty is none other that Janeta Brandon, Olive’s step-daughter, and that she is fleeing the marriage her stepmother has arranged to an old man known to
beat not only his servants and horses but also his late wife. When the Duke realises that Janeta means to kill herself rather than face a loveless marriage, he is struck by a cunning way to rescue them both by announcing their ‘engagement’. They are then married in a quiet ceremony in the Duke’s private Chapel. It is only when Janeta saves him from death by poisoning by the hand of her stepmother that the Duke realises that he has been in love with her from the moment he first saw her.
But surely the scorned Olive’s fury will ensure their love is doomed before it can blossom.
Two best friends torn apart by a life-altering secret. One summer to set the record straight. When twelve-year-olds Kat Steiner and Blake O’Neill meet at Camp Chickawah, they have an instant connection. But everything falls apart when they learn they’re not just best friends—they’re also half sisters. Confused and betrayed, the girls break off all contact. Fifteen years later, when their father dies suddenly, Kat and Blake discover he’s left them a joint inheritance: the family beach house in
Destin, Florida. The two sisters are immediately at odds. Blake, who has recently been demoted from regular nanny to dog nanny, wants to sell the house, while social media influencer Kat is desperate to hold on to the place where she lived so many happy memories. Kat and Blake reluctantly join forces to renovate the dilapidated house, with the understanding that Kat will try to buy Blake out at the end of the summer. The women clash as Blake’s renovation plans conflict with Kat’s
creative vision; meanwhile, each sister finds herself drawn into a summer romance. As the weeks pass, the two women realize the most difficult project they face this summer will be coming to grips with their shared past—and learning how to become sisters.
Falling in love with her billionaire boss was the last thing she expected...especially since he was a single dad... Maddox Moore already made a name for himself as a chef and successful restaurant owner before life threw a wrench into his own plans, and now he’s a multi-billionaire single father who doesn’t have time for anything outside of work and his kiddo. After a night at a charity event, Maddox makes the sudden decision to bid on a date with a beautiful red-headed woman Evelyn,
and twenty thousand dollars later, he wins her for the night. He soon realizes that one night isn’t enough…he wants more of her. Too bad she’s not interested…yet. Can Maddox win her over without spilling too many of his secrets in the process, or will his desire for her have him baring all?
The Love TrapRaglan publishing
Romance Comics
Stop Struggling, Start Living
Ghostbusters: Ghost Trap
Capital, Labor, and Power in the Age of Automation
'The Love Trap' is a guide to recognising and breaking the painful cycle of 'love addiction', based around the author's own story of addiction and recovery.
"Skylar Crosby knows betrayal. She knows that deep stab when those closest to you deceive your fragile trust. And she knows what it's like when your secrets cost you everything--including the love of your life. Now kidnapped, scared, and alone, Skylar has no reason to believe in her rescue. Not when she can still see Brandon's face as she smashed his heart to pieces. Even if Skylar can
get out of her physical prison, can she escape the cage created by her guilt? Brandon Sterling spent the last fifteen years desperately trying to reinvent himself: as a lawyer, a businessman, and now a candidate for public office. But as these daily stressors mount alongside a dangerous threat to his family and loved ones, the old Brandon reemerges: a ruthless hoodlum who'd rather use
fists than brains to solve his problems. Now, when the one he loves most is taken, can Brandon move past her deceit in order to find her? And if he does, will Skylar still want the man he's become in order to protect her?"--Back cover.
A guide to ACT: the revolutionary mindfulness-based program for reducing stress, overcoming fear, and finding fulfilment – now updated. International bestseller, 'The Happiness Trap', has been published in over thirty countries and twenty-two languages. NOW UPDATED. Popular ideas about happiness are misleading, inaccurate, and are directly contributing to our current epidemic of stress,
anxiety and depression. And unfortunately, popular psychological approaches are making it even worse! In this easy-to-read, practical and empowering self-help book, Dr Russ Harries, reveals how millions of people are unwittingly caught in the 'The Happiness Trap', where the more they strive for happiness the more they suffer in the long term. He then provides an effective means to escape
through the insights and techniques of ACT (Acceptance and Commitment Therapy), a groundbreaking new approach based on mindfulness skills. By clarifying your values and developing mindfulness (a technique for living fully in the present moment), ACT helps you escape the happiness trap and find true satisfaction in life. Mindfulness skills are easy to learn and will rapidly and
effectively help you to reduce stress, enhance performance, manage emotions, improve health, increase vitality, and generally change your life for the better. The book provides scientifically proven techniques to: reduce stress and worry; rise above fear, doubt and insecurity; handle painful thoughts and feelings far more effectively; break self-defeating habits; improve performance and
find fulfilment in your work; build more satisfying relationships; and, create a rich, full and meaningful life.
From bestselling author Talia Hibbert comes a story of wicked royals, fake engagements, and the fed-up office worker trapped in the midst of it all… Cherry Neita is thirty, flirty, and done with men. As far as she can tell, they’re overrated, overpaid, and underperforming – in every area of life. But a girl has needs, and the smoking-hot stranger she just met at the office seems like the
perfect one-night stand… Prince Ruben of Helgmøre is reckless, dominant, and famously filthy. The outcast royal is rebuilding his reputation – all for a good cause – but he can’t resist a pretty face. And bossy whirlwind Cherry’s got the face, the body, and the attitude to make Ruben’s convictions crumble. Even better, when she propositions him, she has no idea who he really is. But when
paparazzi catch the pair, erm, kissing in an alleyway, Ruben’s anonymity disappears faster than Cherry’s knickers. Now the press is in uproar, the palace is outraged, and Ruben’s reputation is back in the gutter. There’s only one way to turn this disaster around – and it involves Cherry, some big fat lies, and a flashy diamond ring. On her left hand. Unfortunately, Cherry isn’t pleased
with Ruben’s ‘fake engagement’ scheme… and neither is the king. The Princess Trap is a steamy, diverse royal romance featuring a take-no-sh*t heroine and a misunderstood hero fighting to survive life at the palace. There’s fake relationship fluff, a healthy dose of angst, and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. Please be aware: this story contains scenes of abuse that could trigger certain
audiences.
Rattletrap Car
Rekindle Your Love
Her Happy Ever After
The Trap
Breaking Free from Love Addiction
Noelle Harrison is a hardworking wife and mother, who resents her husband Waye's constant forays out of town for work. Unhappy with the direction her life has taken, she literally bumps into a man who winds up becoming the other man.
Caught in a Trap
On My Mother's Grave
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